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Check out Rajkummar Rao and Shruti Haasan in ‘Behen Hogi Teri’ which hit theaters worldwide last Friday. The film is directed by Sanchit Gupta and tells the story of young Indians who dream of
being astronauts in the future. The film’s story centers on the character Shiv Nautiyal (Rajkummar Rao) who dreams of being the first Indian man in space. He works hard to fulfill this goal. While he
works at the same time to complete his Ph.D in Astronomy, he falls in love with a college classmate who works for IBM. Following instructions from her mother, he visits her home to ask for her hand
in marriage. Read More at Choke 4 Pics-The action drama starring Rajkummar Rao and Shruti Haasan. Read More at Bhojpuri Full Movie Watch Online-Releasing in USA,Canada, UK,Australia on 1st
June 2017. Actor Vivek Oberoi has delivered a speech on the last day of the Celebrity Cricket League season on Saturday. The event was attended by Celebrity Cricket League (CCL) franchise owner
Anirban Lahiri and other celebrities. They participated in a clinic session on women's safety in hospitality industry. A cricket match between India (BCCI) and England (CCL) was also played. A special
screening of Rohit Shetty's 'English Vinglish' was also held. A gala film screening hosted by actor-producer Naseeruddin Shah was also organised. Rajkummar Rao has landed his first flop. "Min
Barechhe" has failed to stand against its rival, "Chandramukhi". While "Min Barechhe" has opened to Rs.4.71 crore, "Chandramukhi" has managed to bring only Rs.3.11 crore in five days. Actorturned-director R. Madhavan seems to have felt the heat when his producer son Rohan Madhavan's "Junnat" failed to woo the audience in the box office. The new release opened on a weak note and
collected Rs.3.2 crore. "Rajkummar Rao is no more an unknown and an upcoming superstar. His 'Behen Hogi Teri' has taken a beating at the box office and it seems to be due to the scorching heat
in Mumbai and the masala
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Behen Hogi Teri BALGARH, JAN 3: Proclaimed as Balgari Odhikar, the grand cultural event of 2018 , was the glittering show of Balbodhar Mahesh “BBM” Anand’s installation on the ground floor of an
old godown. The exhibition, namely “Shishy Shishy Balgari”, was an eclectic celebration of fantastic creativity and utilitarian utility, unmatched creativity and utilitarian utility, unmatched creativity
and utilitarian utility.BBM’s exhibit boasted works in various styles and techniques - from Bal-bal painting to lithography to photomontage to film collage to multipurpose painting to black and white
paintings, from heavy rustic art to the lightest froth, from the kachha granit painting to the glossiest glossy highlite, from the most vibrant to the most serene, from the most jovial to the most
majestic – all in fascinating diversity. Parade? The sights and sounds of the exhibition lasted long into the night, like the successful parade of a great dictator. Huge crowds of admirers were pouring
in to enjoy the artistic marvels on display.BBM has a sure touch to popularise art and culture, and like a magnetic magnet he attracts large masses of fans to the exhibition. Page 25 The Balgari
Odhikar – A year-long cultural extravaganza Advertising New Civil Society To promote the spirit of co-operation and harmony among the people of India. It is a non-profit, non-governmental, nonpartisan, and non-political organisation. It accepts no sponsorship, support or funding whatsoever from any political party, corporate or individual. The New Civil Society has the sole purpose to serve
the people of India by educating them about the dire need for democracy, economic development and social progress in India and the world. The New Civil Society aims to initiate and support
activities such as : Campaigning for democratic rights and against any form of political repression, Organising street plays, education programmes, art festivals, debates and other such programmes,
Organising sports and cultural events, Promoting research and publications concerning various issues and ideologies relating to mankind, 6d1f23a050
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